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START
TIME

END TIME TITLE

DESCRIPTION

APPROPRIATE
AGE

CAMPUS
CTR

SAT

10:00 AM

6:00 PM

Vendor Hall and Artist Alley
Open

Take your shopping list and shop vendors and artists!

All ages

CAMPUS
CTR

SAT

10:00 AM

6:00 PM

Artist Dojo

A livestream of the drawing was projected on a large
All ages
screen in Artist Alley for all Geekfest attendees to view.

114

SAT

10:00 AM

11:00 PM

Gaming

113

SAT

12:00 PM

10:00 PM

Console Gaming
Tournaments

Underground Games will host single elimination
All ages
revolving tournaments every 1.5 hours w/ prizes for
Pokémon, Yugioh, Magic and Dragon Ball Super all
weekend. The first entry is free, and subsequent
entries are $5 along with FREE open play--bring your
cards.
DragonBallZ, Killer Instinct and Super Smash Bros
13 and older
tournaments, $5 entry, top spot takes the pot. Sign up
on site.

127

SAT

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Hogwarts professors and a mad genius or two lead you All ages
in making your own snack magic.

136

SAT

10:00 AM

10:00 PM

Gastromagic! Molecular
Gastronomy and the Magic
of FOOD!
Crunchyroll

Playing episodes of random anime shows. Also
accepting entries for anime drawing contest. Hand
draw, digital and paintings.

All ages

OUTSIDE- SAT
MALL
AREA

10:00 AM

12:00 PM

Cosplay Battle Chess

Prepare for war! Be a human chess piece and show us
your moves in cosplay! Chess piece sign up at the
event is first come, first served!

All ages

249

SAT

10:30 AM

12:00 PM

I would like to foster a discussion geared toward
eradicating misogyny in what should be the most
inclusive and safe place for women: the comic con.

13 and older

107

SAT

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Fake Geek Girl: A discussion
about the fear and loathing
directed towards geek girls
decried as fake.
Terrain Craft (Free Build)

Come in and build a small piece of terrain to take
home!

All ages
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APPROPRIATE
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109

SAT

11:00 AM

10:00 PM

D&D

Come play D&D! Various times & DM styles scheduled
for the entire weekend! Kid friendly tables available!

13 and older

118

SAT

11:00 AM

9:00 PM

Sovereign Scrolls LARP

A Live action combat system that lets the players
experience the action.

13 and older

123

SAT

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Kpop: a new break thru

Learn the history of kpop and how it's become the
break through it is today.

All ages

246

SAT

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Steampunk 101

An introduction to the Steampunk fan genre including
music, literature and fashion.

13 and older

DOME

SAT

11:00 AM

1:45 PM

Avengers: Infinity War

Iron Man, Thor, the Hulk and the rest of the Avengers
unite to battle their most powerful enemy yet -- the
evil Thanos. On a mission to collect all six Infinity
Stones, Thanos plans to use the artifacts to inflict his
twisted will on reality.

All ages

101

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Prop Making 101 with Carl
Martin, and

Come join master fabricator Carl Martin and learn
where to find and how to use different materials to
create amazing props and costumes!

13 and older

102

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Making True Change with
Comics

Co-Creators of Evolution Revolutionaries Matt Live and All ages
Shannon Brewer discuss how comics are making a
difference in the world today!

113

SAT

12:00 PM

10:00 PM

Console Gaming
Tournaments

DragonBallZ, Killer Instinct and Super Smash Bros
13 and older
tournaments, $5 entry, top spot takes the pot. Sign up
on site.

121

SAT

12:00 PM

2:00 PM

Introduction to Keyforge and An introduction to the game of Keyforge, where
open play.
anything is possible.

All ages

121

SAT

12:00 PM

2:00 PM

Kobolds Ate My Baby

13 and older

Play as a small, orange, furry creature that travels
from the kobold lair in search of items, treasure, and
most importantly: FOOD in a game created for EGX in
2016.
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APPROPRIATE
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123

SAT

12:00 PM

1:30 PM

Intro to Medieval Dance

Members of the Society for Creative Anachronism, a
historical reenactment group, will provide an
introduction to Medieval Dance.

13 and older

124

SAT

12:00 PM

5:00 PM

Monty Python and the Holy
Quilt

127

SAT

12:00 PM

1:30 PM

Foam Printmaking

A quilting bee with a medieval flare, we will be creating All ages
a quilt based on the classic "Monty Python and the Holy
Grail" All materials will be provided, just come and join
the fun. No moose or llamas will be harmed in the
Kids can print their very own postcards using hand
All ages
drawn designs scratched into foam.

137

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Hero’s Journey in Fantasy
Fiction

138

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Create Treasure out of Trash Learn how to reuse everyday items and make new
ones, or “upcycle” them into new treasures!

246

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

World Building for Fiction

249

SAT

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Cosplay contest Prep

107

SAT

12:30 PM

2:30 PM

Learn Basic Layering

Learn the basics of layering when painting minis & take All ages
home a free mini.

141

SAT

12:30 PM

1:30 PM

Lightsabers Academy
Training

Participants ages 4+ learn life skills like confidence,
self control, etc. through basic movements with a
lightsaber.

101

SAT

1:00 PM

2:30 PM

Anime Q&A with Chuck
Huber

Ask all! Hetalia, DBZ, Yu Yu, Soul Eater, Shin Chan,
Sgt. Frog, etc...

Explore the hero’s cycle as it is seen in popular fantasy 13 and older
literature and films such as Harry Potter, Lord of the
Rings, and other series.

A fun panel covering jow to develop a unique world
setting for fiction, comics, art, or games. Q and A
included."
What are judges looking for? When you make a
cosplay for fun it's different than making one for a
contest. One wrong stitch can cost you the win! How
to approach a cosplay for contest and how to talk to
the judges once the convention arrives.

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)
13 and older

13 and older

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)
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102

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Watercolor and Color Pencil
Techniques

Artist Andrea Meeks will share tips and tricks on
watercolor and color pencil techniques.

All ages

109

SAT

1:00 PM

9:00 PM

Pathfinder 'We Be Goblins!'

Open Play sessions of Pathfinders 'We Be Goblins'
adventure. All materials are provided. Some prizes to
be awarded!

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)

121

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Scratch's Sc0re (Demo)

Build up your hand and try to end each round with
13 and older
more points than everyone else as you try out the new
Gin Rummy variant from NinjaHELL! Productions.

124

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Stitch in Time and Space

Try your hand on the sewing machine to make a
variety of out of this world creations. Sew your own
bags, book covers, dice, or sonic screwdriver holders!

137

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Tea with McGonagall –
Strength of Character

246

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Character creation

13 and older
A good book (or movie) can't be great without the
strength of its characters. From heroes to villains,
defend your choice of the most pivotal character in the
wizarding world.
Workshop on developing a character for role playing,
13 and older
cosplay, writing for Steampunk. The panel covers thee
core concepts of fictional character development in the
form of fun group exercises that illustrate how, with a
simple application of imagination, anyone can develop
fun and interesting characters.

249

SAT

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Q&A With Cosmic Empress

Open ended discussion on topics like: how to get into
cosplay, where to buy cosplay, how to start making
your own cosplay. What do you want to know?

13 and older

102

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Elements of Comics to Life

All ages

121

SAT

2:00 PM

4:00 PM

World Building

We would like to introduce the elements of bringing
comics to life. The process of a writer, an illustrator,
and cosplayer.
Learn how to create a campaign setting with a
believable interactive experience.

All ages

All ages
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123

SAT

2:00 PM

4:00 PM

Lip-sync For Your Life! Cosplay Edition

Cosplayers!! The time has come.... For you to lip-sync
for your LIFE!!!!!! The title says it all! Good luck and
don't mess it up!

All ages

124

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Superstitches

127

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Bring a little beading into
your life

Sewing is incredible! Amaze your family and friends
All ages
with your superhero themed creations. Sew dice bags,
pencil holders, capes, or other spectacular superhero
themed handiworks.
Follow along to create your own beaded hair comb.
18 and older

137

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

World-Building

138

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Captain Planet – Create Your We will watch a few clips of the TV show and then the
Own Super Hero
participants can color and draw a picture of their own
super hero. Kids can choose what super powers they
want their Super Hero to have to help save the planet
and then share with the group.

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)

141

SAT

2:00 PM

4:00 PM

Scanning Electron
Microscope

The human eye can only distinguish two points with
about 0.5 mm as the sizes of devices reduce we will
need other techniques. SEM will help us.

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)

246

SAT

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

The Multiverse Community
Built Steampunk Setting

A fun and informative overview of the Multiverse
storyline concept developed by the Steampunk
Community. Participants may ask questions about the
cooperative story experience and how to become
involved in the project, cooperating with thousands of
other Steampunks across the US.

13 and older

Great stories and characters need fantastic worlds to
13 and older
live in. How do masters of world building like Tolkien,
Rowling, and Martin bring those rich world to life? How
can you build spaces for your stories, gaming settings,
and more.

ROOM

DAY

START
TIME

END TIME TITLE

DESCRIPTION

APPROPRIATE
AGE

DOME

SAT

2:00 PM

3:30 PM

Kid's Costume Contest

Don't miss seeing the cosplay skills of the younger set! Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)

Various

SAT

2:00 PM

6:00 PM

@hoop2inspire

See if you can spot a wandering basketball player
spinning basketballs.

101

SAT

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

How to get a job in the
industry (Prop Making,
Costuming, Cosplay, etc.)

Come ask questions and learn from Carl Martin, former All ages
CTC student, now professional Prop Maker who runs
his own studio, works as a fabricator for Volpin Props in
Atlanta, and gets to create props and costumes for
video game companies and movie productions!

102

SAT

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

Surviving In Someone Else's Author/comic creator, Shannon Brewer, teaches you
World
the tricks to crafting the perfect fandom tribute in a
way only you can.

13 and older

107

SAT

3:00 PM

5:00 PM

Painting Carapace & Scales

Learn the basics of painting bugs and lizards and take
home a free mini!

All ages

124

SAT

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

Stitches With Witches (and
Wizards)

Children 12 and
Even witches, wizards, elves, and other magical
creatures sometimes use a machine to make their own under welcome
wand holders, wing protectors, and more! Work a little (with parent)
technology magic, and design your own creation.

137

SAT

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

Books Vs. Movies: The Great From Hunger Games to Princess Bride to Harry Potter,
Debate
some folks are just book people and some are just
movie people. Each has pros and cons. Be ready to
discuss your favorite and why it works better as a
movie or a book.

All ages

13 and older
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246

SAT

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

Upcycling: Costuming for
the Thrifty

An informative panel on how to make use of old
clothing and items found at thrift stores in costume
building, including an overview of what materials are
worth buying and one aren't and Q&A.

Children 12 and
under welcome
(with parent)

249

SAT

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

The basics of becoming a
Foamsmith

Learn the basic ways to make a fantasy weapon go
from paper to 3D out of foam! Will also include tips
what materials to use, where to get them and also on
weathering your props to bring them to life!

13 and older

101

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Prop Making 102 with Carl
Martin

Come join master fabricator Carl Martin and learn
where to find and how to use different materials to
create amazing props and costumes!

13 and older

102

SAT

4:00 PM

5:30 PM

3D Printing in Cosplay

Learn how 3D printing can help your cosplay to the
next level!

All ages

121

SAT

4:00 PM

6:00 PM

Asylum

Asylum is an open sandbox horror-lite game presented 16 and older
during GeekFest 2016. Players wake up on an autopsy
table in the basement of an old asylum with a bag of
items and fend off attacks from the infection while they
try to find a cure.

123

SAT

4:00 PM

5:30 PM

Learn the Art of Calligraphy

Learn the technique of Calligraphy and Illumination.

127

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Gastromagic! Molecular
Gastronomy and the Magic
of FOOD!

Hogwarts professors and a mad genius or two lead you Children 12 and
in making your own snack magic.
under welcome
(with parent)

137

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Fire Starters! Fast and
Furious Story Creation

Ignite your stories, songs, animations, and more!
Here’s your chance to get started writing and creating
with games, competitions, and more! You could even
win your own story starting notebooks, pens, and
more!

13 and older

All ages
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246

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Steampunk Gaming

The hobby of gaming has always been an active
interest in Steampunk. This panel covers the wide
variety of Steampunk gaming products over time and
the latest Steampunk games and products developed.

13 and older

249

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Coplay Handler 101

Are you in love with Cosplay, but not interested in
dressing up? Grab a friend or family member that is
and become their handler. In this class we will cover
the basics of what it is like being a Cosplay Handler.
We will offer tips and advice that will help you both
stay calm the day of an event!

All ages

DOME

SAT

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Cynthia Lee Performance

She stole our heart last year, and is back for a repeat
performance of her CuCu style!

All ages

101

SAT

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

Wanna Start a Band?

Learn how The Returners developed their style and
what they learned along the way.

All ages

107

SAT

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

Batman Miniature Game

Play the Knight Models' Batman Miniature Game with
an assortment of iconic DC heroes and villains.

13 and older

137

SAT

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

Villainous: Making Your Bad What makes a really good villain? Meet famous fictional All ages
Guys Really Bad
villains, discuss what makes them “bad,” and develop
your own villain for your games, stories, and more!

249

SAT

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

Your cosplay hobby could be Our cause-players alliance group will discuss with
a way to help your
attendees how we have taken our cosplay hobby and
community!
used it to help local charities and the community.

102

SAT

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

No Budget Filmmaking

We understand the struggle that a beginning filmmaker 13 and older
may have. Come learn tips and tricks that will help
elevate your film to a new level.

107

SAT

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

Maid: The RPG

Play as an anime maid in a crazy and random anime
mansion and world. Anything can happen!

All ages

16 and older
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TIME

END TIME TITLE
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137

SAT

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

Villains in Fiction: One to
Rule Them All

Voldemort, Sauron, Moriarty, Darth Vader, the
13 and older
Lannisters. Who is the best villain in literature, games,
television, and movies? Present your case or vote for
the biggest “bad” of them all.

DOME

SAT

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

Adult Costume Contest

You've seen them around, now see them compete. The All ages
competition is always FIERCE!

121

SAT

6:30 PM

8:00 PM

Twitch: There's Power in
Numbers

How do you know what Twitch wants? There are so
many people doing the same thing...not us! Join a
network of streamers for more streaming power!

102

SAT

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

Traditional vs. Digital Art

Keeping traditional art alive and appreciated in the age 16 and older
of digital art.

107

SAT

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

Cards Against Humanity
Tournament

Play the party game that rewards your sick sense of
humor and encourages you to be politically incorrect.

18 and older

121

SAT

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

The Salty Hour - A
Demonstration of Salty Bet

SaltyBet is an free online A.I vs A.I fighting game.
Participants place virtual bets of "Salty Bucks" on live
competitive events.

16 and older

123

SAT

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

Cosplay Dating Game

It's back! Get ready for a game of faux-matchmaking
with a plethora characters from different fandoms.
Contestants must answer in character!

18 and older

246

SAT

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

Wild West Steampunk

A fun and engaging introduction to Wild West inspired 13 and older
Steampunk given by real Texas Steampunks! Learn
how this thrilling chapter of the American West can
inspire outlaws, gamblers, dancing girls, desperadoes
and law men with a Steampunk Twist. From the use of
spurs to where to find great deals on authentic western
wear to Steampunk out this panel will cover all the fun
prop and costuming opportunities of the Wild West.

13 and older

ROOM

DAY

START
TIME

END TIME TITLE
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249

SAT

8:00 PM

9:30 PM

Sexy/ Lewd/Adult cosplay
and it's influence on the
community.

DOME

SAT

8:15 PM

9:30 PM

Live Geeky Music!

A discussion and history of where cosplay has been,
16 and older
where it is at, where it is going. Addressing an open
discussing the common usage of the term cosplay in
society and how it might positively or negative effect a
cosplayer now. Analysis of cosplay, my experiences
in the community, and some fun relevant examples
from my Instagram.
Experience live performances by our EGX bands, The
All ages
Returners-VGM and Space Corps in the dome! What
could be better?

101

SAT

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

249

SAT

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

Your cosplay hobby could be Our cause-players alliance group will discuss with
a way to help your
attendees how we have taken our cosplay hobby and
community!
used it to help local charities and the community.

DOME

SAT

9:30 PM

11:15 PM

40th Anniversary: Monty
Python & The Holy Grail

The Fringe (late night)

APPROPRIATE
AGE

Strap on your tinfoil and hold on. The truth is a little
13 and older
bumpy at times...and everything you've been taught is
a lie! Building 7, back and to the left, crisis actors,
HAARP...if you know, come join me...if you don't, come
get your red pill.
All ages

When the mythical king of the Britons leads his knights 13 and older
on a quest for the Holy Grail, they face a wide array of
hilarious horrors.

